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A suddenly announced holdbacK' on
federal funds has caused yet unresolved
consternation at MIT, according to
Diecto; of Fiscal Planning Stuart
cowen A letter received from the

National Science Foundation on August
20 ordered that only $7.5 million
(instead of the planned figure which was
Lif excess of $10 million) could be drawn

byt tWIT daring this fiscal yea on its
various NSF grants. (The fiscal year runs

from 1 June to 31 May.) The letter
futher stated that no appeals for
adjustments on the holddback" would

be cpasidered until 90 days after receipt,

o f the letter.
Mr. Cowen explained that Congress's

Iantiinflation package of last year which
contained the 10%. income tax surcharge
also contained cuts in.-appropriations and

involved administrative promises to
restrict the cash outflow from the

Treasury during the year. The immediate
problem at MIT stems from the
ireqriotion on cash outflow, in that no

appropriations which have previously
been granted are cancelled, but there is a

denland that the funds be used over a
&longer period of time.

Requests have been sent to all heads
of research projects to take immediate
steps to limit their expenditures for the
year without laying-off research
assistants and other personnel. The
various departments will soon begin
evaluating their needs for research
money so that it can be determined what
are the exact effects of the spending
limitations. Cowen said 'that although
the problem has' not yet been fully
explored, it is doubtless a serious one.

Another major· source of federal,
research. grants, the National Institutes,

.of Health (NIH) is also cutting back this'
year, according to Cowen. The NIH
cutback is handled differently, in that
the various specific projects aided by
NIH funds axe being requested to submit
revised budgets (to NIH) to include any
reductions in expenditures which might
be possible. NIH, which annually
contributes about $8 million to DSR's
coffers, plans to reduce its spending by
about 15% overall.

Cowen indicated that the present
spending holdback might foreshadow
future reductions of federal research
grants, but that it is quite difficult
tomake long-range predictions.

Mr. Dan Langdale, Assistant Director
of Student Aid said Wednesday that
financial aid to undergraduates was not,
and to his knowledge would not be
disturbed by any present or forthcoming
changes in Federal grants.

campaign. He spoke disparagingly of
society's hypocritical efforts to provide

the Negro with "equality" in the wake
of violence. He criticized the laws that
have been passed and the system that has
made "Sidney Poitier into the black
Doris Day."

Paul Ylvisaker, Commissioner of
Community *Affairs - in New Jersey,
recognized a "newhumanism" pervading
the country as citizens grope for new
respect for the individual. Reprimanding

the "stumbling group of people" who
are now running the cities, he also
criticized the presidential candidates and
those citizens who refuse to face up to

the grave problems of the city.

The last of the speakers was Mayor
Henry Maier of Milwaukee. He asserted
that our nation is one of "1000

Mason-Dixon lines within our cities"
which has brought about an "Apartheid

- American style." In order to end tare
faults in our system which encourage
racial and economic segregation in
metropolitan areas, he strongly urged the
repealing of restrictive zoning laws and
the construction of low-income housing
in the suburbs. He ominously forecast
that the flames of hatred in our cities
will burn with increased ardor if such
steps are not taken.

program by providing insufficient funds.
and spreading them too thin. He called
for a "national urban policy" to cope
with the fact that municiple'
governments have proven inadequate to
combat their problem and the federal
goverment refuses to co-operate with
local authorities.

Claude Brown, Rutgers law student
-and author of Manchild and the
Promised Land, combined wry humor
with seriousness as he treated the
"complexity" theme by criticizing the
involvement of the major foundations in
the cities and spoke on "conflict" with a
deprecating commentary on the "law
and order" aspect of the current
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The timing of the NSF
,announcement. is particularly
troublesome because plans have already
been made for use of the funds this year,
and large portions 'of the money have
already been spent or committed.
Although the NSF funds, are
appropriated for specific projects. the
$7.5 million. ceiling applies -to the
Institute as a whole. The Institute must
now decide which of it's NSF-aided
projects will get their full share of funds
for the year, and which will not.

Cowen mentioned four major
categories in which the NSF funds were
p'lnned to be used: the construction of
the new chemistry building,the' -:.. chnase
of equipment, NSF traineeships (not to
be confused with. NSF fellowshiops,
which are in no way affected by the new .of [,teinsi led Soviet space progam

By Dave deBronkart
Dr. Robert C. Seamans, former assistant administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), said

Tuesday that the Soviet Union's spectacularly successful Zond 5 space probe stood as a clearcut indication of the USSR's
steadily progressing space program. He also said that the Soviet program was definitely more farsighted than that of the US,
and expressed concern over the condition of the American program.

In an interview with The Tech, Dr. Seamans, now a visiting professor at'the Institute, said of the probe, "To me , it means
that the Soviet Union has clearly recognized the importance of space exploration, and they have mounted a program which
they hope and expect will place them in a" position of e-minence. (On the other hand,) we have a soundly-conceived
program, but are proceeding to dissipate our capability even-before we've had a chance to utilize it."

Dr. Seamans emphasized, though, that the United States is not behind in the space race. "I think the two programs are
comparable; in some cases we're ahead of the Russians. Of course, they've done some-things we haven't done yet." The term
"space race," he warns, is largely superficial, and dangerously misleading. A more accurate measure of the two programs

would be, he feels, an examination of the long-term gJals and "very broad
capability" toward which each program attempts to work; this is where the Unitedr - td o% vv )af#r e a k d o wn ~~~~~~~States falls behind.

While the Russians have plans under development for projects including an
orbiting laboratory, a manned lunar flyby, and a manned lunar landing, as well as at

.regis tra tio I least -one interplanetary experiment, NASA's plans have been largely cut short by

a Agnew lack of appzopriations from Congress. For example, the Voyager Mars probe, which
~! '~ .... .~ .............. X...'~:was to have tested for signs of past ar present life on Mars and perform

l~~ggg~¢~'$environmental experiments, has been, Seamanis said, "completely scrubbed. Thea St| E~ XManned Orbiting Laboratory (MOL), and the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)

~:'- ';-- -.. ~ l Ij Project, which were to have been invaluable inmediate follow-ups to the Apollo
project, have had virtually no booster capability developed. Concerning the projects
which have been continued, many are being literally starvedto the point where, as
Seamans puts it, "We're wasting whit capabilities we do have, by not fully

capitalizing on our successes." As a result, our curtailed space program is a study in
inefficiency and lack of conviction.

developments),and research (as
administered by the Division of
Sponsored Research).

The chemistry building and the
traineeships cannot be cut since those
categories represent funds which have
aleady been irrevocably committed.
Cowen estimates that much of the
money which was planned for the
purchase of new equipment has also

i aready been spent. Therefore the major
impact of the holdback will be felt by
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Detroit's Mayor Cavanaugh spoke
informally to The Tech staff after
the seminar.
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By Steve
(Ed Note: This. is the third and final article of a series
detaiing' the reactions of The Techi' News Editor to the
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Carhart
so that their views could be ignored. Dressed in business suits
and evening dresses, these latecomers to the park mixed.with
those who had been in the streets from the very beginning.
Pienre Salinger spoke, as did J. Kenneth Galbraith, Monique
Dzu, and Julian Bond. Mary (Paul was ill) led the crowd in
folk songs during interludes. In the candlelight which evoked
feelings of warmth and unity, National Guardsmen lolled on
their weapons. A middle-aged couple spent the night in a
sleeping bag just like demonstrators, but few slept. Perhaps
fearing that his own appearance might set off .some sort of
violence, Eugene McCarthy sent his daughter Ellen to the
crowd with words of encouragement. As the sun rose over
Lake Michigan, the hard core who had stayed the entire night

could somehow feel hope that one result of Chicago will be a
more open politics for this nation.

One option which many frustrated Democrats have
seized upon is that of a fourth party. I had the opportunity
to talk with Marcus Raskin, the lone member of the Boston
Five who was not convicted and the principal organizer of

the New Party. We met on the Sunday just before the
convention- in his rooms in the Center for Continuing
Education at the University of Chicago.

Raskin is convinced that the New Party will be able to
stand with the Republicans and the Democrats by 1976, if
not 1972. For 1968, he hopes to be on the ballot in about

(Please tomato Page 2.)
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For many underclassmen, this Registration was one Demoaemnc Convennon.)
frustration, foul-ups, more frustration and more walking. What will happen to the insurgents within the Demo-cratic

Party now? Few party regulars appreciate the degree of
MIT often presents the outside world with the image of a computerized society, alienation from the party which many McCarthy/McGovern

where an activity can be expressed in numbers, and scheduled explicitly. But if backers feel, nor do they realize insurgents were beaten, but
aaYone visited Tech durqig the Registration period this week, he could not be that they were never given a chance to.-fight. Had the rebels
!b0oui under this mhisconception. Everywhere he turned he would have.seen been defeated without the useof thesamesteanroller tactics
:udents wanderi'g about the campus without direction, bent on errands which, Mayor Daley uses to control the Chicago ciy government,
they well knew, might prove useless. For Registration Day '68 will be known for they might have been far more receptive to any overtures
YellS as "The Day the Computers Broke Down." Humphrey might make toward restoring some appearance of

The Registrar's OffiCe planned to run the scheduling much the same thi yea as a yunty.
in the past. After they had scheduled everyone before Registration Day, they_ The depth of the alienation of dissenters within the party

.Would Process changes every two hours. Using IBM System 360 computers, they was vividly illustrated in the wee hours of Thursday morning,
Panned a series of six runs. following Humphrey's nomination the night before. I was

The procedthure which they set up called for requests for changes to be punched standin across the street from Grant Park in front of the
°T, cards at the Registrar's, and copied onto magnetic tape at the elS machine. Conrad Hilton around 2:30 am, watching the demonstrators
is tape would then be carried over to the Comp Center, where the larger through National Guard lines and wondering when the Guard
,~.chines would do the "th work" required to"process changes The outpt from would resort to gas to clear the park. Then, glancing north on

rhtun, another reel'of magnetic tape, would then be Teturned to O S~ who would Mrhigan Avenue, I cau ht siht of a ' 1o ocession of
uSetheir machine to ptint: the cards containing each individual's new schedule. candlebearers slowly moving south toward the park. Four or

UnfOtulnately, the whole procedure was the best documented' exampe of five abreasttheystretchedformore thanabock.
"UrPhY's Law in operation to date. Accordiag to Mr. Jim Linderman, Associate These were- not the unwashed youths who had battied
1 Db or of 0S, things started out wrong. The 360/65 at the Corn Center broke police since the beginning of the convention. These were the

wn oA Monday morning, two hours before the first scheduled run. However the stafs of dissident candidt
unwas undertaken, using-the smaller Model 40, at about 12:30. The run, which who were tired of being taken like sheep to the Amphitheatre
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DSR projects (which account for the
bulk of research at MIT, according to

-Cowen). Cowen further noted that the
NSF funds make up a sizeable portion of
DSR's on-campus annual volume of $55
million.

Cdbacks iAmediate

u ran pDarelColaeins I
A n overflow crowd in Kresge

Auditorium listened attentively
Wednesday night to the first in the series
of Compton seminars as Professor John

F. Collins led four other urban experts in
a discussion of "The Urban Scene:
Complexity, Conflict and Community."

Mayor Jerome Cavanaugh of Detroit
began the proceedings by declaring that
cities have robbed their ingabitants of
their sense of human dignity and have
abandoned their primary purpose - "to
serve people." He severely criticized
Congress for its lack of action in the face
of the Kerner Report, assassinations and
riots. He charged that the politicians
have badly hampered the Model Cities
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half the states. At the time we spoke, he
had planned to attempt to convince
Eugene McCarthy- to be his party's
ca ndidate for President this year.
Apparently he was unsuccessful in that
quest. His second choice was George
McGovern, who neatly eliminated
himself from contention by standing on
the platform with Humphrey on
Thursday night. Whether the New Party
will run' an unknown this year or
concentrate on offices other than the
Presidency remains to be seen.

Raskin feels that he is in a far better
position to form a fourth party than the
backers of Henry Wallace were in 1948,
He contends that the people -whwose
support he seeks, largely blacks and
youths (and newsmen?) will become
more and more powerful forces in the
political structure of the nation; he
characterized Wallace's 1948 support as
coming from interests whose influence
was on the wane. It is too early to
determine whether I witnessed the birth
of -a party or merely a miscarriage, but it
is safe to say that those delegates who
marched into Grant Park Thursday
morning will not soon return to the
Democratic Party.

A few final comments are in order
concerning the security preparations at
the convention. It has been virtually
forgotten that the various protest groups
were talking of 100,000 to 200,000
protesters being in the city during the
convention, similar to the situation at
the New York peace march of the
confrontation at the Pentagon. These

.fagures, coupled with the fact that
Chicago is perhaps the most segregated
big city in the north, with a major ghetto
near the Amphitheatre, were the reason
that Mayor Daley called up such a huge

number of troops and had so many For those who were in the security
police on hand. As things turned out, the game on the other side of the fence, it
demonstrators numbered around'10,000. must have been a field day. I had a very
The deterrent effect on the ghetto interesting discussionn concernin teargas
residents is not clear; had Chicago had' with a Secret Service man in the lobby
six days of ninety-five degrees instead of of the fouttteenth floor of the Corrrad
six days of seventy, the situation in the Hilton. He offered his professional

observations on the effectiveness of that 
"good new CS-2" gas which was being
used in the streets that night.

The convention produced large
numbers of winners and losers. The
losers included:Humphrey, (guilt by,
association); Daley (except in Chicago, 
where he is now loved more than ever as -
the city's "Protector") the Democratic 
Party; and the city of Chicago (several i
groups have cancelled conventions
scheduled to be held there). The winners 
include: Richard Nixon and the
Republicans (divide and conquer);
George "McGovern (who received the
praise of the dissidents and
establishment alike for giving a game
fight and being a good loser); and. the
radicals in the streets (who set out to
provoke extreme police brutality and
were well rewarded for their efforts.
Whether the nation was a winner or a
loser remains to be seen.

black community might have been
different.

At times the securuty situation was
as amusing as it was annoying. As I
entered the Amp heatre for the first
time Monday evating, Secret Service
men "evere inspecting all packages
brought 'in by the press. They pounced
on a small bag in my pocket, and t

became the proud owner of one Secret
Service inspected and appxpved
hamburger.

No one escaped the credential
checker; even Daley himself had to put
his card in the electronic device as he
entered with his entourage. Perhaps they
installed an electric credential checker
on the roof for Humphrey's helicopter
arrival Thursday night.

"Boston's home of swinging singles" -H erald Trat
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New German Documentary
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SYSTEMS PROGRAMMERS

with experience in:
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process control, MIS, I/O control
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Fourth party possible by 1976
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e Live SU.o Enstertinment
3 Fa1ootbal Films · Slides

eiedlwill Drive
The IFC Goodwill Clothes Drive

prior to Rush Week netted two old
couches and more than 35 bags of old
clothing. These donations help to
provide work for the more than 650!
handicapped workers at Morgan
Memorial Goodwill Industries. The
Clothes Drive is new this year, and plans
have been made to continue it as an
annual affair.
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Something on the order of Zond 5
which was launched Sept. 14, was
anticipated by: NASA, although nc
specific details were known. After
circling the earth, the unmanned vehicle

r left its orbit, flew around the moon, and
returned to earth Monday. Several
technical advances and other changes
were tested in the mission, including a
splashdown in the Indian Ocean, as
opposed to the Soviets' usual dry-land
touch-udown. This change was
necessitated by the craft's departure

- rom an oblique earth orbit to a flight
along the earth-moon plane. Leaving the
resulting natural return trajectory in
order to land inside the USSR would
have required much more energy,
according to Seamans, than would a
splashdown in the Indian Ocean. The
change came as no surprise to the West,
for Soviet ships and aircraft had been
observed in the area for some time.

In addition, Soviet Academy of
Sciences member Leonid Sedov stated
that the re-entry mechanism of Zond 5
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· utilized "new techniques" never before
s experimented with; this appeared to
) include the absence of any sort of
r retro-rocket system.
L The mission was a very close

simulation of a manned flight. All
systems vital to human occupancy of the
cabin were aboard' and tested. The 

t environment in the cabin was similar to
;the high-percentage helium atmosphere
I in which cosmonauts live.

; Di. Seamans sees such a simulation as :
similar to the previous pattern of 
development in Russian space prejects.
The development of Yuri Gagarin's first 
manned orbit, he pointed out, closely 
parallels this mission. Before sending a 
cosmonaut up, the Soviets orbited 
aninals to determine the biological
.effects of weightlessness. Then a 
complete Vostok vehicle, with all the t
systems Gagarin was to use, was orbited.
Finally, Gagarin himself used the.craft. ]
Similarly, Zond 5 was equipped with all t
the systems;all were automatically t

Seamans, as well as the German Bochum
Institute for Satellites and Space
Exploration, that a manned Soviet lunar
flyby is quite possible in the foreseeable
future.

The United States' Apollo progriii,
on the other hand, still has a significant
task before considering such a flight. The
Apollo 7 flight, scheduled for October
11i, will orbit a 3-man crew for 10~A days
on a test of the Apollo capsule during
which various operational and technical
exercises will be performed. Apollo,,8,
scheduled for December or January, is to
be the first test of the Saturn V-Apollo
capsule combination, with its attendant
operations, including the huge Complex
39 on which the system is assembled.
This flight, too, is to be an orbital
exercise, with any repeats of Apollo 7
tests which may be necessary.

If Apollo 7 is successful, says -Poject
Director Lt. Gen. Samuel B. Phillips,
there is a "slim, a very slim chance" that
the Apollo 8 flight might be extended to
orbit the moon and return to earth, as
opposed to the Soviets' non-orbital
lyby. Thoi dcsiont to extend the light

could not possibly be made, though,
until after Apollo 7, and may not be
made until much later.

In spite of any possible extension oi
he Apollo program, though, after its
completion there is relatively little
future for the space program. Da.
learmans protests, though, that the
pectacular success of Zond 5 underlines
he "urgent need" to maintain a
'sustained scientific and technical
program ... I believe that the space
program is not an end in.-itself ... It's
Dart of a larger program which involves
)ceanography, meteorology,
Dommunications .. .'We are doing things
oday to our environment today, in the
ray of polluting and disturbing it, that
nay be irreversible, although we have no
my of knowing it We must understand
ur environment!"

Howeve;r, all activities of NASA are
eing affected by Congress's Seamans
eels it has not been increased enough to
llow fullest return and profit from what
accesses we have achieved. Again, he
ays, we are not capitalizing on what we
lready .have, so that what
ppropriations NASA does receive are in
sense wasted, in that they are not

:chieving the efficiency they could and
hould.

The flight of Zond 5 was a
;markable technical achievement, but it
only an indication of the progress of

he Soviet space program. Even were the
nited States to match or surpass Zond

according to the statements of Dr.
eamans, the Russian program would
ill stand as superior to that of the US.
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Over the summer, a series of changes have

occurred in the buildings and grounds of MIT. We
have noticed in the course of the past three months, a

sbtle trend in the direction of color and life, and
away from the appropriately-named "45 shades of

Institute grey.'' The- East Campus renovations"

provide an example of the trend away from a

one-color scheme toward something a bit brighter

which makes this year's East Campus doubles a bit

.more liveable, if not less crowded.
As for life, we recommend a stroll through tihe

-ecently-completed Julie Fassett Memorial Garden.

This area is located just east of the Briggs Field tennis

courts, and, for those not familiar with its history, is

designed to provide a place for those who wish to get
away from the hectic pace of normal Institute life.

These two areas are, we hope, the beginning of a

trend which will not be allowed to die in the near
future.

Correction, butl&o°.
In our last edition, two minor errors were allowed

to creep into the editorial page. The first of these was

a statement that the committee to investigate MIT's

multi-institutional links (notably the IDA) had

Tready been formed. This comnmittee has yet to be

set up.

The second error was one of omission. We failed
to point out that the faculty resolution in support of

Clark Kerr was passed at a subsequent faculty

meeting. This mistake occurred through ignorance,
which, we hope our readers will allow us.

However, despite our factual errors, our basic

'thesis remains unchanged, It is still our opinion that

the lines of communication between students and

administration are better than those between the
former group and the faculty. This is a situation

which we would like to see corrected, and will do

everything within our power to correct.

WASHINGTON - "We live in a
nation," said Martin Luther King two

-months before his death, "that is the
grdatest purveyor of violence in the
world today."

As the Commission on Violence
beghis its deliberations, it is frightening
that there is more concern about the
effect of the Lone Ranger than Lyndon
Johnson on the mentality of television
watchers.

It seems somewhat vacuous to play
up the violence of the Wednesday night
movie and play down the violence of the
six o'clock news. This possible

69 contributor to the violence epidemic has

public high schools included rifle
practice using live ammunition. Part of
the gun education, explained one
instructor then, was to reduce fear of
guns.

The Conguess sensed then that
teaching war can be dangerous to
civilians as well.'

Surely, watching the "real thing" on
the six o'clock news is going to be more
powerful than watching a western which
one knows is make-believe.

An article in The New Yozk Times,
July 11, 1968, reported two brain:
chemists had found that when mice
witnessed the fighting of other mice for
75 minutes, they underwent a chemical !
change which made them aggressive. ¢~

Dr. Arthur Zitrin of NYU explained A

in another article, that "people at large:
in the community will be stimulated to0
act if the general atmosphere Nthi~
condones violence and is one in which X

violence is sanctioned either explicitly; I
indirectly. .-

Whether the Vietman war is moral or
immoral, its violence is condonedat
explicitly and brought as such to the .-
attention of Americans daily and in j
coloz. Hopefully the Violence-.)
Commission will rise above the fear of ,
criticizing the administration by"4
considering the effect of the Vietnam :
Wax on the violence epidemic .
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Mike Devorkin
One of the most distressing effects of

the Vietnam wax is the domestic
polarization it has caused. This was

dramatically demonstrated last Thursday
in downtown Boston at the Humphrey
rally.

Apparently the wrongs of Vietnam
have indowed an elite and privileged
group of individuals with the moral right
to abrogate the civil rights of free speech
and assembly of other, not so
fortunately chosen, persons. Suddenly,

there are two new rights: the right to
harass and the right to intimidate by
force, noise and obscenity.

Last Thursday, a group of
self-appointed censors tried to shout
down the ideas and words of someone
who disagreed with them. Other
self-righteous individuals have tried the
same with varying degrees of success:

Lyndon Johnson, Adolph Hitler, Bul
Conner and the sheriff of Selma,
Alabama. Carl Albert tried to use a brass
band to silence. the choruses of "Glory,

glor y, hallelujah" after the RFK
memorial, but to no avail. The
intimidation practiced by the Left is as
dangerous and intolerable as that from

the Right, as personified by Joe
McCarthy.

Thursday's acts should be vile,
obscene and repugnant to anyone with
the most remote concern for human

rights. Even more frightening is that
there has been little public outcry by
supposedly concerned citizens. The
myopic obsession with the wrongs of the
Vietnam war has made otherwise
concerned citizens adopt a rather
shallow callousness with regard to
perhaps less horrifying but not less
obvious wrongs. tI

It seems that many of the Left are
dangerously close to forgetting the basic

human freedoms and principles which
initially incensed the opposition to the
war. It is, to say the least, upsettingto
hear a female political science graduate
student proudly bragging how she and
her enlightened friends courageously
shouted down Ted Kennedv and Hubert
Humphrey with cries of "Bullshit!
bullshit !"

It is also disgusting to read The
Tech's coverage of the Humphrey rally.
Not only was a news story allowed to be
90% editorial, but there was this same
shocking ignoring of a dangerous
abrogation of basic human rights.
According to The Tech, "one has no real
regrets (about) .... . the most hostile
reception." Furthermore, "one must at
least sympathize with, if not justify,
their action." In further contending that
the demonstrators and their actions
represent what much of the electorate
would do or believes, The Tech makes a
presumptuous and degrading claim.

None of this is to rationalez
anything about America's role in
Vietnam. But the war has raised the
emotions of this country to a fever
pitch. It has caused the normally
concerned to ignore other violations of
human freedom and rights. All men, be
they George Wallace or Eugene
McCarthy, deserve these rights and
privileges.

Somehow, the day-to-day denials of
free speech and assembly are too
insigificant. The . tragic invasion of
Czechoslovakia and the genocide in
Biafra are too remote. But such wrongs
are gradually eating away at human
rights at home and abroad. It is time to
wake up from this nearsighted nightmare
before anarchy or totalitarianism make it
too late.

Blow-Up right you, Prof. Pye, have to sign a
Humphrey ad, since you are not a

To the Editor: specialist on the American presidency,
Those Freshmen and Sophomores nor in fact do you have "American

who made schedule changes on Monday Politics Credentials." I imagine you
had a rough introduction to the would reply - and correctly - that in a
vicissitudes of computer systems. We democracy all citizens should be
apologize for the delays. The main lesson concerned about the selection of the
for us was the example of your great president. But then should not citizens
good nature. Thank you for your be concerned as well with the issues over
patience and forbearance. which the election is fought?

W.D Wells Or is it that Asia scholars have some
Registrar special information without which an

informed opinion on the Vietnam war is
impossible? If so, I am sure that there

-~ar are many others besides myself who are
An Open Letter to Prof. Lucian Pye: eager that this information be revealed. I

looked for enlightenment to the
Your recent signing of a"oe sors " Mo derate Statement on U.S. Policy in

for Humphrey" advertisement in the Asia" written by you and thirteen other
New York Times of August 4th would scholars and excerpted in the New York

not normally have called for comment. Times, Dec. 20, 1967. (Incidently, what
However, when this ad is considered is a "moderate" statement? You imply
together with a number of you r previous that it is one that takes a position in
public statements, some rather between those of total war and total
significant questions are raised regarding non-involvement, but it seems to me that

.0e role of the intellectual and, in advocating something less than total war
particular, of the academic specalist. is b etter termed sanity than

You were one of the sponsors of a moderation.) The only new piece of
statement in the New York.information I was able to gather from

Journal-American (Oct, 20, 1965) this statement was the motivation of
critical of professors who had siged people who recommend that we

advertisements and petitions protesting withdraw from Vietnam. They "pretend
American policy in Vietnam. You first that the problems do not exist by
charged that these protesters represented withdrawing from them" thus "buying

"a very small proportion of all university psychological solaces for the moment."
professors." But, Prof. Pye, what No doubt similar psychological hang-ups
proportion of "all university profesor s" motivate those who demand that the
was represented by the Humphrey ad? Soviet Union withdraw from
Now it seems to me that all citizens in a Czechoslovakia.
democracy, whether or not they One would think that if Asia scholars
constitute a majority, have an obligation had some important facts to

to speak out on important issues. For communicate they would more than
intellectuals, who perhaps can see welcome the opportunity to participate

through government lies a little better in public debates. But in fact you and
than most, the obligation is even other members of the MIT political
stronger (Prof. Ithiel PooPs talk "In science department who support the war
Defense of the Credbility Gap" in Vietnam have often refused to debate
notwithstanding). with non-political scientists. One

Your Journal-American statement possible explanation for this refusal
makes a second criticism of the ad might be that most political scientists
signers: they are not Vietnam specialists, share certain assumptions that others do
nor in fact do they. have "Far East not, such as the notion that nations

credentials." Now one miaht ask.what should always act in their national

:I ; !' ,/ , ',,,' t, ' I ' 1 I 1

0 0 CII)
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MoSelective

IheL, etters Tech
interest. Thus, even -a member of the
department who opposes the war could
write in a letter to the New York Times
(Jan. 14, 1968):

It is not a matter of "illegality" or
"immorality" as some would make it,

but a matter of defining and furthering
the national interest. It can be argued,
using the McNamara cost-benefit
formula, that no gains we can "win" in

Vietnam are worth the cost. It is
amazing that a discipline that is trying so
hard to acquire the objectivity of the
natural sciences should utilize so blatant
a value judgment as national interest. It
seems to me that one should not invade
other countries even if the price is right.
Perhaps the refusal to debate can best be
understood with the help of a few
sentences from an article by Prof. Ithiel
Pool in Asian Survey (August 1967):

I rule out of consideration here a
large range of viable political settlements
- namely those which constitute Viet

Cong victories. They are not acceptable.
For that reason I do not consider among
the political alternatives the inclusion of

the Viet Cong in a coalition government
orI even the persistence of the Viet Cong
as a legal organization in South Vietnam.

By- this statement of his moral
presuppositions, Prof. Pool has indicated
those issues that can be fruitfully
debated with him and those that cannot.
Thus, it would be perfectly

understandab ~ for Prof. Pool to decline
an invitation to debate with someone
who did not agree that the United States
has the right to determine the
acceptability of other country's
governments. Although never stated
quite as explicitly, most supporters of

the wax (as well as the "responsible:'
critics) seem to share Prof. Pools
premise that the U.S. has this right, and

conversely most of the critics who do
not have merely tactical objections to

the war - the "irresponsible' critics -
reject the premise as i mnoraL

But if there is disagreement on
underlying values, why should there be
extra weight attached to the moral
pronouncements of those with "Far East

(continued on page 6J
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INTERESTED IN URBAN AFFAIRS?

LIKE TO BE KEPT IP TO DATE ON NEW

DEVELOPMENTS AND RESEARCH?

BECOME A STUDENT A;F1ILIATE OF THE

INTERDISCIPLINARY URBAN SYSTEMS LAB:

You will beotified of seminars,

activities and other opportunities.

Free to MIT Students

Simply send inm coupon

To: Urbans Systems Laboratory, Room 9 - 532

My namne is

My address is

I'm especially interested in .

Would you like to participate in research?

As a Research Asst.?_Student Asst.

My skills are a,

Ems f1. A__1

1629 K St., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

#~~ia~~~~s~~~ Acel~ (202) 296.8192

I am ............ years old and pledge to4support George C. Wallace for President.
Please send me my membership card in YOUTH FOR WALLACE and the
Newlsletter.
PRINT NAME 

MAILING ADDBRESS 

CITy$ STATE, 'ZIP
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N A CRISIS, it takes courage to

e a leader. . courage to speak out
. to point the why . . . to say,

'ollow Me!' In a crisis, it takes
Action to survive ... the kind of de-
tisive action that comes from a man

f sound insiinct, as well as intelli-
ence

1 If America is to survive this crisis
i .if the youth of America are to
lnherit a sane and even promising

r0rld, we must have courageous,
eonstructive leadership. The kind of
leadership that only George C.
Wallaceeof all Presidential can-
lidates--has to offer. That's why

0ung Americans who 'really think
uWport Wallace.

ON

Circle Faniture Co.

1052 Mass. Ave.
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remarks and cynical, almost bitter
dedications. "Cry for Janis" was
dedicated to psychologists and guidance
counselors who had told Janis, among
other things, that her guitar was a phallic
symbol. Of course, Pete Seeger was
present and was as good as usual.

After the intermission, the concert
turned into a tribute to Woody Guthrie;
and everyone sacrificed his individuality
(more or less - considering the stature
and talent of the individuals) to present
a stunning tribute o this great man. After
Pete Seeger's introduction, all the words
spoken or sung were the words of
Woody Guthrie (for detail of this part
please refer to The Tech of September
20.).

,After this tribute, the performers
tried in vain toend the concert; but the
audience had other ideas, for Arlo
Guthrie had not done "Alice" even
once! Arlo refused,explaining that if a
song is popular a performer likes tdo it
many times ". e UNLESS it's long." Of
course the audience did not want to
understand this, so to pacify them and
to prevent a small-riot which was in the
offing he did an Alice-type version of the
"Motorcycle Song" He told us that he
had written this song as he was falling
from a mountain while cycling down a
road playing his guitar, "with mountain
on one side and nothing on the other
side."

After he finished the song, lie
"realized that it wasn't the best song I'd
ever written - but I didn't have time to
change it." And so the Newport Foik
Festival ended on a note that was typical
of the whole festival - informal, free
and extremely successful.
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EUnfinshed Fwnrture

Quaity Bedding At

Discoutl Prices 

On Sunday evening aMter five days
and nights of concerts, hootnannies and
workshops, the closing concert was
presented. The first half of the concert
was not dominated by any general
theme; and consequently, it was quite
varied. The opening was provided by
Doc Watson, who gave a very powerful
performance which might be classified as
country bluegrass. Doc then introduced
his son, who was followed by Sam
Hinton. Sam Hinton did a number of
songs with which he obviously had fun
in sharing with the audience. He asked
the audience to do a song by humming
one note and whistling another (try it in
a large group and see for yourself what
fun it is!) Then Jean Ritchie came out
and delivered on of the finest
performances of the concert, sometimes

accompanying herself on the mandolin
part and singing a cappella at other
times. "Morning's Come and Mariah's
Gone" was as beautiful as I've ever
heard,- but the most powerful and
compelling song was one which told of
the strip mining which is being done near
her home in Kentucky. "Black Waters"
was a song with personal meaning to
Jlean Ritchie, and as such it had a very
personal impact.

Among the other performers were
Junior Wells - Buddy Guys Blues Band,
who gave such an exciting performance
that one of the Newport officials had to
appear after they finished their encore to
quiet down the audience so the concert
could continue. Also high on the list of
really fine performances was Janis [an,
who gave an unusually good
performance liberally spiced with
anti-Johnson comments, anti-war

If you have never been to the
Newport Folk Festival, go - this year.
Don't put it off any longer. Even if you
don't enjoy the music (which hardly
seems possible in light of such variety),
you will enjoy everything else the
concerts and workshop have to offer.
Newport is one of the most unbelievable
outdoor scenes in the East. It offers
more variety then I've ever seen in any
one place at any one time. T'he people
are friendl~and cold, they are open and
quiet, they are young and they are old,
they are affluent and broke, are pro-war
and anti-way, they are straight and
stoned. It's the only place where I've
seen a cop pass by eight or ten people
sitting in a circle with a blanket draped
over them and then arrest someone-for
giving beer to a minor.

Auditions Kresge Auditorium, Room A
Sept. 30, Oct. l&2, 7:30 PM

T AND SULLIVAN SOCIETYS FALL PRODUCTION
directed by Constance Miller

STUDENT SUNDAY
-CANTERBURY-

TRINITY CHURCH
(Epscopal)

COPLEY SQUJARE
BOSTONI'

Sunday, September 29, 1968
Mornig Prayer and Sermon-1 1A.M.

Student Luncheon-I P.M.

ALL STUDENTS ARE INVITED

For informnation cal 536.0944
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A -CTHEY KNOW that it takes cour-

age to stand up for America against
the pseudo- intellectual professors,
the hippies, the press and the entire
liberal Establishment. And they've
got that courage.

11:50 1:55 4:00
6:05 8:10 10.0Thousands and thousands of

tomorrow's leaders-the thinking
young men and womaen of America
who have courage and who are
willing to act-are joining
YOUTH FOR WALLACE. You
should join, too.

There are no dues. Send in the
coupon to receive your membership
card, the YFW Newsletter and a
copy of "STAND UP FOR
AMERICA," the story of George
C. Wallace.

SIGNATURE .
s --. __.

PHONE.

L----~-c-~Iy-'
I pAU pkitt'J COMPANY 
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"A REALLY BEAUTIFUL-MO-VIE!"
-New York Times

''"LL/MNTV/ Luis Bunoel,
a mtaster of

cinemnatic erotica/"
,. '~[~ h --Saturday Review
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(Continued from page I)

apparently finished normally, failed to
produce any. output tape. So, since the
bigger 65 was now working again, the
run was repeated. About 3 pm -it too
terminated normally, but produced no
output.

Linderman attributes this problem to
a "program bug". Although, he said, the
program had been tested extensively
beforehand, some unusual and
unforeseen set of circumstances
apparently caused this failure.

Be that as it may, a third run at the
Comnp Center finally succeeded in

II

.

M --- 24" 2 -4

producing an output tape about 6
pm.This contained the changes for those
who had submitted requests during the
early part of first Registration, Day. AL
that was left at this point was to obtain a
print-out.

But the OIS was now down with its
own mechanicl difficulties. Using yet
another 360 in the Comptroller's
Accounting Office, specially set up for
this run, the first run of the day was
finally completed at 3 am Tuesday
morning. These changes were about a
day late.
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You don't have to be an engineering major to
design and assemble your own bookcases, room-
dividers,' or TV' and Hi-Fi units with Erecta-Shelf.
it's fun . . . simple . . . practical and inexpensive!

By combining just 4-panel sizes in satin black
or gla liIl i r Jasi S v, I5uI II. ii st o uPII l of , IIr I mi d-. SA

the number of arrangements you can design to fit
your space and needs. Note that straight panels can
be used horizontally or vertically... and horizontal
painels may be attached at any desired height on the
vertical panels.

EASY TO ADD TO OR TAKE APART
Anytime you wish to make your unit taller,

longer or deeper simply add more Erecta-Sheif panels
. . . or change the arrangement completely. It's a
cinch to disassemble for moving too. Plan your unit
(we'll help you if you wish) and come. in for your
Erecta-Shelf panels and free detailed brochure.

ERECTA-SHELF PRICE LiST

Panel Sizes

20" Panel
24" Panel
30" Panel
Corner Panel (24" x 24")
Wood Bases

Satin Black
Finish

2.49 ea.
2.99 ea.
3.49 ea.
4.99 ' ea.

.19 ea.

Gleaming Brass
Finish

3.49
3.99
'4.49
6.99
.19

ea.
ea.
ea.
ea.
k~g
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Vertical Bookcase
Consists of 7-20" Panels,
4-30" Panels. 4 Wood
Bases. Assembled Size
60" H x 22" L.

Television and
Phono Unit/Bookease
Consists of 6-30"
Panels. 6-24" Panels,
6-20" Panels, 8 Bases.
Assembled Size
30"H x 72"L.

Horizofntal Bookcase
Consists of 1-30" Panels,
6 Wood Bases. Assembled
Size 30" H x 63" L.

Corner Step-down Wall
Case or Room Divider
Consists of 4-20" Panels,
5-24" Panels. 2-30"
Panels, 6 Corner Panels,
7 Wood eases. Assembled
Size 50" H x 50" L
x 25" L.

Room Divider/BooKcase
Consists of 4 20" Panels,
8-24" Panels, 7-30"
Panels, 8 Wood Bases.
Assembled Size
40" iH x 82" L.

HARVARD Se. 8:50 - 5:30 Mon.- Sal.
Open Thurs. 'il 9. One hour free park-
ing Church St.' Garage with purchases
$3 or more. M.'.T. STUDENT CENTER
8:50 - 5:30 Mon.. Sat. Sat. free parkin,
in three-adjacent parking areas
CHILDREN'S MEDICAL CENTER Lot ,-
wood and Brookline Aves. 9:30-6 Mon.-
Sat. Parking available at Medical Center
and Deaconess Hospital garages.

Comnpare prices ... you'11 see why SMART SHOPPERS SHOP THE COOP

The Co4ileiate Department Store

$ The next run which the Rug
e going to try to make jvas tK:
e Wednesday one. The input -
I made, but when Linderran al
a the Comp. Center, he fo0u

temporarily out.. The trouble
s were repaired, and that "
t distributed to students late W
s By then, the OIS machine i-
r again, and Linderman doubtedi j
s run would be either neces

possible.
E The entire process is even nor0

review, according to Linderpns
may ulitmately be altered. Bs
doesn't seem to be any one prob~
can be isolated. Bad luc
unfortunately compounded withy
schedule. But there must havFe
many Freshmen wandering anor
campus this week who wond-
automation is the threat it's e
up to be.
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(continued from Page 4)

credentials"? Does the fact ti!
signers of the Journal.Am
statement had been to Vietnamr(
are imposingly told) make theki
judgments of more consequemp-
those of anyone else? (In fact, l
that one could make a good case t
moral judgments of people wh&-
Vietnam in the employ of the Ax
or South Vietnamese government.
did many of our Vietnam speciki
are of considerably less value tkh
judgments of those without v
interests.) As far as I know, they,
not been giving out Ph.D's in m0r

The issues of war and peace,s
life and death seem to me to bec
too important to be left to the e7

Peace,'

S t eve
S halo:

&ft

xrtom any p9&§t

I'~~~~~ 

% fte X 3 g
only $X~.

($4.95 vaue) 
*Send any black & white orCR

photo (no negatives) and the N*
"Swingline"cut outfrom any SwinFt
package (or reasonable facsimile)I
POSTER-MART, P.O. Boxl
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $
cash, check, or money orders
C.O.D.'s). Add sales tax where at
cable.

Poster rolled and mailed l
paid) in sturdy tube. Original4
rial returned undamaged. Satisfda
guaranteed. -

Get a 

l -2, X

999
(including 1000 staples) 
Larger size CUB Desk
Stapler only $1.69

Unconditionally guaranteed. 
At any stationery, variety, or book e";

INC,

LONG ISLAND CITY, N.Y.IIlI
_, 

_

DIANA"S
BARBER SHOP

332 MASSACHUSETTS AE:., CAMB/DGE
Located next to. Seymour Chevrolet

DIANA and HERBERT AT YOUR SERVICE
ALL TYPES OF HAIRCUTS HEE

(Lonq hair, short hair, Europea and our
added specialties: razor cutno extra
beard31 trimmins)
FOaR APPOINTMENT PHONE 88.s5288
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Ulesign it yourself...
To Fit Your Space

and Needs

So easy.~... So, econo-micall

tioulntless Units
can, be dlesigned withL
these 4 PANEL SIZES
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coach, sophomores 91t seorts
! strength to Tech nine F00 I kICs ff ne seGson

K, X 

ballplayer slides safely into third is 
Photo by George Flynn

a game played against BU last

the best pitcher transfers to Princeton, the leftfielder captains the soccer
ithe centerfielder is working as a co-op, prospects for a successful season
he low. But with the addition of a new, enthuiastic coach, a group of
res who were called the best freshmen team in many years and several
fks-s stringers, the bleak scene begins to cheer.
leadership will hopefully be found in senior captain Lee Bristol. Lee
44 over-all last year and had an impressive .333 average in Greater Boston
ly. This average, combined with his no-error fielding, has led him to be
d one of the finest shortstops to come through Tech in many years.
returning standout is pitcher Dave DeWitte '69. Last year Dave collected a
eadng six wins, but was overshadowed by the Greater Boston League's
uable player, Bruce Wheeler. Unfortunately Bruce is now at Princeton.
Rch Freyberg '70 is returning with his booming bat and strong, but not
rate arm. Similarly, catcher-first baseman Bob Gerber '70 is back.
r ohn Compton '70 is another returning letterman who willbe a mainstay
ineer nine.
gthe sophomore standouts is Minot Cleveland. Cleveland batted number
at year's frosh and was renowned for his quick hands. He seems to have a
t at either second or third for the varsity. Another infielder with a good.
f starting is Danny Kelley. Kelley had a rough time on the frosh, going
rough the first eight games, but his fine fielding may gain him the other
sition. Sophomore outfielders include Paul Sedgwick, Mark Share and
s. Sedgwick batted lead-off for the frosh and made many fine catches
e past season. Share came around very slowly last year but has shown his
and strong arm in his bid for an outfield position. Dresser was the leading
last year's frosh and was the mainstay of their outfield. This past summer
lected for the St. Louis County all-star team and, if he can be worked into
ghtto be a valuable asset to the Tech I.C.
cesful season for the fall team depends to a great extent on the leadership
land the ability of these sophomores to develop against first-rate
on. Among that competition will be New Haven, Boston University twice,
ge of New York twice and Vermont.

g new and unusual uses for
s is in style these days. When
lason '70 heard about those
matches between past boxing
ritten by suitably programmed
s he saw no reason why the
aciple could not be applied to
Ifavorite non-academic subjects

then use "real" golfers,
caeated two mythical, but

layers. Charlie Crusher, as the
i.ates, could really drive the
ging 260 yards off the tee.
Charlie could only keep his
he fairway seven out of ten

his putting, though fairly
certainly be improved.

better than Charlie.
Using various other percentages

derived from personal experience in
seeing these two types of players in
action, Anderson ran his two favorites in
15 different matches on each of four
different courses, one at 6600 yards, two
at 6350 and one at 5600.

The players were almost even on the
mtd',em length courses; Crusher came
out with a one match edge in each
round. On the longer course, Charlie
came into his own. He won nine of the
15, while Willie took two with ties. Willy
more than evened it up on the short
course, winning 11 and losing only four
to Charlie, who couldn't seem to find
the fairway.

By George Novosielski
IM sports,- 1968-69 style, opens with

a full schedule of football games this
weekend. SAE and BTP axe again rated
tops, and are expected to be squaring off
in the championship final after beating
back the strong challenges of Burton
House and PDT. Theta Chi provides the
opposition for SAE Sunday, while&BTP
tackles SAM Saturday afternoon. Other
important games include PDT vs -LCA
and Burton vs DTD.

Last year's A and B leagues have been
combined into a single A league with
four divisions 6f four teams each. The
top two' A divisions correspond to last
season's A league and are called the
Trophy Division. Playoffs will be run the
same as last year, with the first four
teams from the Trophy Division
competing for the IM football title.

Add pro refs
To improve last season's lackluster

officiating, professional referees will be
used in all A league contests. This
practice should lead to stricter rule
enforcement and lowering of the number
of injuries resulting from personal fouls.
However, the pro referees will account
for only one-sixth of the total number of
officials needed.-The rest will continue
to be provided by the competing teams.

Rick Boettger, '70 this year's IM
football manager, made several rules
changes and reiterated others at a special
meeting Wednesday at the Varsity Club
Lounge. Major changes were that a
kick-off or punt dropped in the end zone
by the receiving team if not attempting
to run back the ball, will be a touchback-
rather than a safety as in the past.
Penalties this season for roughing the
kicker will be an autonmatic first down
plus ten yards from the line of

_ -,

off with Charlie was Willie
a demon with the putter but
vy weak on his drives. But
Yard tee shotsstayed in the
i out of ten times - 20%

'LVII
3:15

Bog:

1:30

Tod
97

A_

dais

RA MADIGAAN" e-
, 6:30, 9:50 

rt and Hepburn in
TRICAN QUEEN" 
O, 4:40, 8:00 6

TR-6-4 0o0

Brownings
FREAKS" c

londay - Tuesday: 
D SOLDIER SCH c
1 5:30, 7:30, 9:30 
at. and Sun. 3:30

,mAumlninr.u 'j'

scrimmage.
Previous rules stressed were that

mouthguards must be worn by everyone
and that a team must have at least eight
players with mouthguards in order not
to forfeit. Also, downfield blocking by
the offensive teanwill only be allowed
on running plays or after a completed
.pass. A ten-yard penalty will be assessed

JM season, four other IM sports are
scheduled to be played during the fall
Tennis starts on October 5 so that the
finals will not be snowed out as
happened last year. IM golfers will again
be tested by the George Wright course
which caused inflated scores last year,
partly due to its rather poor condition.
Rounds are scheduled October 12419

for blocking downfield before the pass is the hope that all contestant will finish
thrown. their rounds before dark.

Though football dominates the fall

r. C ". >:-Ar .'3 an a. I S 9-

topi, al1 10 BLOCKS FROM HARVARD SQUARE
PT cr a ul 241 HAMWPSHIRE ST. INMAN SQUARE

mursi;al'ree ' '6- 8 
IT . C T r-Picke-t Service

YAMAHA Enduro DT- I. Scrambler 250cc single

a speea trans, : ale complete.

BOS9TON YAMAVHA
949 COMMONWEALTH AVE,, AT B.U. FIELD AL 4-1150w~~~~~~~~_A_.......li oomm m name.. ................... _i s_ SEEM v 
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At your
newsstand
NOW

THE · 3

Andr6 Malraux
Part Two from'Ani-Memoirs q

The War Against
The Youmg
Richard Poirier

Plus Comments from the Combatants

A Special Section
it's a real war, says Richard
Pokier, our man at the front,
anrd it threatens the destruction
of our best natural resource,
the rebelliousness and hopeful-
ness of our young.
"Why we're against the big-
gees," and other voices from
the battlefield.

.. and Nicholas von Hoffman
describes the puzzlement of
the class of '43.

PAPERS DUE SOmON

TIRED OF TY PNG?
If you are a lousy typist,or just hate the drudgery of hitting the
keys for hours on end, we have a solution. The Tech will type
your papers for you, flawlessly, left and right margins justified,
or centered, or any way you wish, from any rough copy you
bring in, typed or handwritten. (At this time we are unable to
accept dictation.)

The cost to you . . . cheaper than most girlfriends ...
$.40 per page for handwritten hard copy
S.30 per page for typewritten rough copy
(Neat hand-printed rough copy will be charged the lesser
rate if you can convince our secretaries that it is easy to
read.)

Bring your rough copy to the NEW Tech Office, W20485 (next
door to the old Tech Office) any time from 9 am to 4:30 pm,
Monday through Friday.

Only Bic would dare to torment a beauty like this. Not the girl...
the pen she's holding. It's the new luxury model Bic Clic... designed
for scholarship athletes, lucky card players and other rich campus
socialites who can afford the expensive 49-cent price.

But don't let those delicate good looks fool you. Despite hor-
rible punishment by mad scientists, the elegant Bic Clic still wrote
first time, every time.

Everything you want in a fine pen, you'll find in the new Bic
Clic. It's retractable. Refillable. Comes in 8 barrel colors. And like
all Bic pens, writes first time, every time...no matter what devilish
abuse sadistic students-devise for it.

Waterman-Bic Pen Corporation. Milford, Connecticut 06460
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UNDERWATER FIlM FESVlAL

oHan tuoo~ Han
Baely St.

$.2
$250 8: P.M

Featm Cousteau's undervwter station .P.. apa Doc Haitian invasion sunken shiW
.... m nre, all new.

._
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JBIOLOGY DEPARTMENT nHi
bed for new excremental diet
and all you can eat.
* __

"May well he the most beautiful film ever made -Newsweek,

Now at these theatres:
Blue Hills Drive-In, Canton · Cabot Cinema, Beverly · Community, Dedhanm
Gorman, Framingham · Granada, Malden · Harvard Square, Cambridge
Loring Hall, Hingham - Medford Cinema, Medford - NeNton, W. Newt.on
Park Cinema, Dorchester .Surf, Swampscott - Wakefield, Wakefield · Winchester,
Winchester - Wolltolasto n, Wollaston
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I Model 67, tirnme-slaring compl

present, work is being doe o
system to equip it with DB
TROLL, AED and ICES-;Sd

The emphasis is on participation as plofessor Richard de Neufville, Civil
the Urban Systems Laboratory enters its Engineering. Eugene Dial will iead the
second term of operation. Supported by final seminar on the "MIT Relationship
a $750,(000 grant from the Ford with Boston Model Cities."
Foundation, USL was set up to mobilize
Institute-wide resources in the field of The second series, "USL Research 1
urban affairs through interdepartmental Progress," will run on Wednesday
and multidisciplinary activities. beginning October 2 at the same tim

One of the goals of USL this year is and place. Former Boston Mayor hJo
to actively involve students in urbanvtollins will discuss "The Cities, a
projects. In order to make the Overview" at the first one. Professor
community aware of USL activities a David Wilson, Mechanical Engineering'
series of seminars open to the public will follow on October 9 witl!
have been set up. The program will "Management of Urban Solid Wastes.'i
consist of three independent series, each The third seminar concerns the "MIr
related to some phase of research. Lason with the Boston Redevelopment

"Cities and MIT" Authority" by Professor Ronald
The first series is entitled, "The Cties itschfeld, Civil Engineering. The fina

and MIT." The seminars willrun on four lecture will be by Professor Jay
1consecutive Mondays, beginming Forrester, Management, entitled "Urban
September 30 at 4 pm in Room 9-150.. Growth, Stagnation and RevivaL"
Professor Charles L. Miller, Head of Civil Conmputer facilites
Engineering, will deliver the first lecture, The third series, "Expeimental
"USL, An Overview." The second 'rimesharing Computing Facilit/es," will
seminar will feature Professor Mason focus on research being done with the
Haire, Management, on "Matching Lab's new computer facilities As of
Technology to Urban Needs." less time, the schedule had not been

MIT GILBERT & SULLIVAN SOCIETY
PRESENTS

TRIAL BY JURY
directed by Constance Miller

and Stravinsky's L'Histoire du Soldat
conducted by Prof. D)avid Epstein
Performances at 2:00 and 8:00PM

Sala de Puerto Rico- Student Center
Sunday Sept. 29 Admission Free

Announc@emm
Octobez 21 is the dea
submitfing Fulbright, Ma~
Chuzchill fellowship appi~
graduate study abroad in/ !
Rhodes applications are due 0t
Interested students should cm~
Harold L. Hazen immediatelyai
5-108, XS243. For Rhodes, see''
Gilbert Strang, room 2-271, X2683!

Freshman Picture Books can be oS
at the Inscomm Office, fourth
Student Center, for $1.00 a piec

The courses in phenomeno01
existentialism, marked "not 
.this year because of Professor
Dreyfus's move to the Univei
California, will be given this yea.',
Phenomenology vall be taught
Terence Malick. Interested s
should contact Mr. Malick 01
room3 39-625, or the Philosophy
X7450.

There will be a Selective Senie
Tuesday, October I at 4 pm in
Dean Sizer, Acting Chairman
Selective Service Advisory Comn
and other members of the co n
will answer questions on
obligations. Open to everyone.

PARTEON RESTAURNT
AffORPI V =8WCVISIN

E[CA..I.T [ WO' AM" AMERICAN WINE
AL KINDS OF UOUOR

UNlOUB 1 ATMLPHSPHW FEATURIN
THE ANCIENT GR PARTH'sNON

OPEN EVRY PY
II A.M. to Ii P.M.

i 'reely Moderate Pries
w *.ctem~a CNP 491-022

U"Mas Ae

classified a
Lost: Biflfold Please call Ken
354-4283, 54 Concord Ae. 

IWOULD YOU?Instruct sail
Simmons student one aftno
at MIT Pavillion Oct.-Nov. C
Milicent Tittis. 566-8933 

IGO TOl INSCOMM ME!
MARIA

t~~~~~~~( t ·

LOUIE KAMPF says, "It's time 
navel-gazing."

tHAPPINES S is a warm pupp
money is a cold one. Center Bi
Reearch pays big money for alii
animals, dead or alive.

NEW ENGLAND ANTI-VIV'S
LEAGUE needs funds f
antiF-scientific drive. Off Beacon
by th e C ap it ol. 

[WHY come to Cambridge
[developing the proper a
HTaahvaahd School of Diction,
j'sq.

will hold a meeting for thevating public at
Little America Motel, Salt Lake City. on the

subject of:
WHY IS THE AMERICN VOTER AND TAXPAYER

ALWAYS A SUCKER?
Listen to the Party leaders explain
why under the present two-party
system there witll never be a change
for the better-but higher taxes and
mrnbre wars to com@e. Must voter apathy
and tough Statutes- be broken. to
give more new Parties a chance to
spread out control from a few to the
people themselves?

The meeting will commence at 8 p.m. in the basement
meetingroom onSundayjuly28.

Write for the Party platform and re-
sults of the Denver Convention in
March for President and Vice Presi-

'dent; c/o Headquarters, P.O. Box
516, Berkeley. Catif. 94701

Peie Pelieiral Advertissement by ¥~e uipivetrae Pertry, efia W. Hopkivas,
ceheairwe, National oemmi". -- r
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IUrb e Labs seek stbdeat involvement;

Sellnars pleaaed to pbalial°e iu
The third Monday,. is scheduled for completed.

By Glreg~emiardt S'lJThan Tnfnrmntinn .svems,' bv The new camnt

tlvtie$

UNIVERSALPARTYTHE

I�

H~arvd QOBR t[ hange
No{ t another s5ore bu'

an old Cambridge tradition
qualitiy Marcha&dise' at BrgaiRn Prices

Cambridges- Ldargest Used CloThin9 Sfe
Opegn Every Day Special Discounts
From 8:30 o 5:30 to M .I.T. Studens
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